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Comments about This Is Not What Chill Out Is About - The
KLF
Dagdage
Enhanced to the Max! This rework of the infamous Chill-Out-Album is just plain brilliant!
Rias
Just getting into this series and started with one of my all time favourite CD's. It really is fantastic,
the added elements enhance an almost perfect original. Its made me go back and play the original as
well. Thanks Martin I will be coming back for more.

Laitchai
Thoroughly enjoyed this revisit of an ambient classic. Genius!!!
Meztisho
I can understand the review below about 'not changing that which isn't broke' but there have been a
helluva lot of remixes/remakes over the years that compliment the originals and in some cases
surpass the originals, I have enjoyed this rework and it made me want to play the original afterwards
as well, which in my books is a good thing...My favorite of this series is still 'This Is Not What Space
Is About' but I could quite easily place this second :)
Ferne
Ok. Not gonna hold back here.This "rebuild" is a bit like that line from Jurassic park " so preoccupied
with wether they could..... Forgot to ask wether they should"I appreciate the sentiment - but really some things REALLY should be left alone.1. Drums of any description added to chill out is just a no
no.2. Clumsily placed Elvis samples .3. Adding half of the club mix of madrugada eterna brings
nothing (except maybe a "look - I got the rare club mix and I'm gonna put it in chill out cause I can "
- not good.4. Same for adding chunks of pure trance 5.5. The added samples seem even clumsier in
that they just stick out too much -- should have sampled in 12bit mono for added authenticity.I just
don't like it......Now the redo of "space" ( this is not what space is about) -- now that is a work of
fucking ART!!!!!!
Zodama
Love it, this series just keeps getting better & better!
Nagor
where can I get that record?
Marr
guess I have a clue
Qane
Still another shining gem in the universe of sound. Dear Martin, You have struck again !!! Amazing
!!!
Vrion
Amazing! Brilliant as always. Thanks Martin!
Beazezius
It is a triumph. Take a bow maestro.
Dianazius
I love the original and i love this as well
Kardana
The person behind this is one talented guy. I have to echo what Kraftywerk9 said below and just
when you think it can't get any better, he produces another gem! I had this playing through during
the night on my Beyerdynamics (DT880) headphones and WOW is all I can say. I'm just glad I was
lucky enough to have a copy. I'm hoping to take a trip to Asia soon and i'll be sure to take this with
me! Mr Ward, you deserve to be Knighted! Thank you once again! :) 5/5!
Kadar
yet again awesome!!!!
Drelahuginn
Very great revision/new reworked of the Chill Out album with the pretty terms of series,work KLF
music with love , respect & serious aesthetic for the sounds of Drummond & Cauty,is an expansion
from the 1990 record and make more time to flow & blow minds, and of course love all segues and

how works this as follow the original tracklist without any problem of bored or tedium , opposite, is a
perfect for the LP vinyl version complement, now you can feel no need more the CD versions if you
have "Minus Two"
Melipra
Very nice update that extends / alters some parts and samples contained in the original whilst
keeping its basic structure. Also contains parts of the Virtual Reality Mix of "What Time Is Love", the
Club Mix of "Madrugada Eterna" and "Last Train To Trancentral (Remix 2)".
ChallengeMine
Stayed loyal to the original version, but let's say it has had an upgrade! :)
INvait
One word: GREAT!!!If you like KLF then this is MUST have!!!AMAZING!!!
Dagdarad
When I got the email about the next edition to these great C.D.'s was gonna be a remix of Chill Out I
was woried it was goin' to be ruined, how wrong I was. This is excelent, a must for any KLF fan. Who
ever did this remix of the classic album did it justice, bits of Pink Floyd & Space added. I can't
explain how good this is, just get a copy of it(if your lucky), you will not be dissapointed.
Mavegelv
OMG, just when I thought this series couldn't get any better, then this unexpected treat turned up in
the post!!
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